Comparison of doxycycline and a chemically modified tetracycline inhibition of leukocyte functions.
Tetracyclines (Tc's) have the ability to inhibit neutrophil (PMN) functions which may be of value in the treatment of neutrophil-driven pathologic processes. However, long term use of Tc's frequently lead to emergence of antibiotic resistant strains of bacteria. A chemically modified analogue of Tc, 4DTc, having minimal antibiotic activity was compared to Dc, a member of the Tc family, for its ability to inhibit neutrophil functions. 4DTc was significantly less effective at inhibiting PMN superoxide synthesis, PMA-induced degranulation and PMN-mediated RBC lysis than was Dc. 4DTc and Dc were equally as effective inhibiting monocyte, but not PMN, adherence to gelatin-coated surfaces. When incubated in media containing varying 4DTc or Dc concentrations, Dc accumulated in RBC's and PMN's at levels 3 times greater than that found for similar media levels of 4DTc. The data suggest that the lesser ability of 4DTc to inhibit several PMN functions as compared to Dc may be related to its reduced intracellular accumulation. It also suggest that Tc inhibition of monocyte adherence may be more influenced by extracellular than intracellular processes.